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The start of a new decade coincides with the birth of what many now call ‘The 
New Sudan’. Recent political changes opens the door to well-known 
opportunities for a country rich in its people and land. 

              Established in 1904 in South Sudan,  Haggar  has been investing and 
             working  in  The  Sudan  for  over  115  years,  always  committed  to 
             strong  governance,  good  ethics,  equitable  distribution  of  value, 
             sustainability and the development of people.

              Through our focus on Agriculture,  Energy  and  ICT we hope  to  be              
              a catalyst  for  broader  and  deeper  development  by  facilitating 
              rural    employment    to  oftentimes     marginalized  communities,  
              increasing  domestic  productivity  and  value  capture domestically   
              while broadening ICT inclusion and helping provide sustainable and    
              affordable energy.  

An area where I remain focused and excited is our Corporate Sustainability & 
Impact (CSI). The group continued to deepen the integration of 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) into its capital allocation 
decisions, introducing ‘Complete Returns’ to measure performance in terms of 
financial return as well as progress across 9 SDGs. We have built internal 
capacity to measure our carbon footprint annually, which has dropped %12 
from 2012 to 4,915 MTs. The Group sold its first 12,000 MT of carbon credits in 
2019 and has introduced a ‘carbon tax’ of US$ 10 / MT across all our 
businesses this year. Female representation has increased from %6.8 to %9.4 
and the delta between our highest and lowest paid has reduced from a group 
average of 39.68x to 32.94x. We are currently undergoing the ‘Ethics First’ 
certification from the Centre for International Private Enterprise as part of 
our commitment to good ethics in business.  

It is an honour for me to present this company brochure, which speaks better 
than any words I can offer to the excellent work being done by our partners 
and employed persons across The Group. 
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 Anthony A. Haggar



 

Haggar DMCC is the regional headquarters of Haggar Group, 
established in South Sudan in 1904 and present today in 8 sectors 
across 6 countries in Africa.

HAGGAR DMCC continues to look for opportunities to invest and 
develop the private sector across Africa.
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3Group History

Mikhail Haggar registered the 
first Haggar business in Juba, 
South Sudan.

1904

1930’s

1940’s

1950’s

1960’s

1970’s

George Mikhail Haggar 
diversified into tobacco 
cultivation and cigarette 
manufacture together with 
soap production and gold 
mining.

Anis G. Haggar and Taha Ali 
El-Bashir joined the family 
business. They established 
new cigarettes factory in 
Khartoum followed by plastics 
and Styrofoam production 
facilities.

George Mikhail Haggar 
settled in South Sudan 
establishing tea and coffee 
plantations in Equatoria.

Continued to expand and 
introduced out-grower farming 
for coffee and tobacco.

Group operations 
re-instated in 1973 following 
signature of Addis Ababa 
Peace Agreement in 1972. An 
advertising agency, farming, 
and beef exports were 
established.



1980’s

1990’s 2005-2009

2004-2000 2010-To Date

George A. Haggar and 
Anthony A. Haggar joined 
the family business. Start of 
acquisitions and green fields 
operations starting with the 
acquisition of Pasgianos Food 
& Beverage Company.

Established Dynamic 
International Oil Well Services, 
Sudasat, and Haggar Limited.

Continued investment on the 
development of the Tobacco 
business through increased 
production capacity and 
product range.

Celebrated the 100 Year 
Mark and continued on the 
diversification via further 
acquisitions, acquiring Coldair 
Engineering Company.

Acquired stake in Juba Insurance. 
Sold the Tobacco business and 
ventured once again into 
Agriculture Sector Investments.



PEOPLE & CULTURE 
...............................................................................................................................................................................

An ambitious, competent and diverse team
...............................................................................................................................................................................

A caring, professional and high performance culture
...............................................................................................................................................................................

BEST IN CLASS
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Identify best in class across all functions and strive to beat
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Strengthen governance practices and structures
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Modern, efficient, effective and easy to use systems and processes
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Standardised, simplified and value enhancing
...............................................................................................................................................................................

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Anchored by common values and long-term interests
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Built on transparency and mutual trust
...............................................................................................................................................................................

Making our success equitable across the communities, environment, 
partners and employed persons
...............................................................................................................................................................................
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5Our Mission

people
& passion

environment
& safety

responsibility
& empowerment

faith
& respect teamwork

& communication

ownership
& accountability

excellence
& quality

creativity
& adaptability

nice
& enjoyable

integrity
& ethics

values

vision
deliver

share

dream



 

6Our Strategy

To build Haggar into a trusted and successful 
African business. 

We aim to build long-term positions in 
Agriculture, Energy, & ICT  as we believe 
these sectors will provide the architecture 
and foundation for sustainable development 
across the continent.



DREAM
DELIVER
SHARE “Let’s work together in peace and harmony to 

build up new businesses that will be of benefit 
to us and most importantly to the countries and 
people we chose to invest in and work amongst”.

George. M. Haggar - Founder, 1973



Agriculture

OUR STRATEGIC KEY AREAS

Energy

ICT

7Our Existing Portfolio

OTHERS

Industry

Trading

Real Estate



East Africa Region

Sudan



Iwatoka Development Company Ltd is the agricultural arm of Haggar Group in 
Sudan. It was registered in 2012 with the aim of grouping all agricultural ventures and 
agricultural value add activities under its portfolio.

The company is currently working on agricultural projects in Gadarif, Eastern State 
and Al Deain, East Darfur State. Several other projects are under assessment in the 
‘Farm to Fork’ strategy of the Group – a strategy that is targeting agriculture, feed 
production, cattle fattening and meat processing.

 



East Africa Region

Sudan



Founded in 2006, Dynamic International Oil Well Services has evolved into one of the leading 
oilfield service providers Africa, offering multiple top-notch services & solutions. The company 
caters to the needs of the ever- demanding oil and gas exploration and production industry 
to optimize drilling and production performance for clients in the field.

Dynamic’s comprehensive range of high-end services and solutions, is designed to help our 
clients grow, fulfill their missions, and build a profitable business while we take care of the 
rest.

As one of the first providers of cementing services in Africa, Dynamic offers state-of-the-art 
equipment, and a range of primary and remedial cementing services associated with 
onshore/offshore operations, also offers a complete suite of Directional Drilling Services 
including, Measurement While Drilling (MWD) and Logging while Drilling (LWD) using the 
latest proven technologies and the extensive knowledge of our engineers.



East Africa Region

Sudan



SUDASAT is the largest provider of VSAT services throughout Sudan, providing voice 
and data connectivity to institutions, companies and individuals across the country.
 
SUDASAT is the first company in Middle East and Africa to provide country-wide     
Ka coverage using Arabsat’s 6A satellite, a service that allows a semi-fibre experience 
to it’s customers in Sudan. The service extends to offer end-user solutions and 
connectivity that includes outdoor/indoor WIFI internet, Mobility, VoIP, Point to point, 
IPT, Telepresence and Mobile operators backhauling to mention a few. 

SUDASAT also offers VSAT connectivity over its C-band coverage across Sudan and 
Africa with current active operations in Mauritania, Senegal, Chad and Eritrea. 

www.sudasat.net



East Africa Region

Sudan



Established in the 1920’s, Pasgianos was the first soft drink to be bottled in its domestic 
market. Starting as early as 1937 when the founder first bottled fresh lemon juice manually 
before moving to a mechanized production for Pasgianos (Frutto) in 1953. 

Haggar Group acquired the company in 1999 and has since invested in the company’s 
development into a diversified FMCG player . The group continues to invest in capacity 
building and provides unique and enriching national flavors to the carbonated soft drink 
market. 

A decade later, Haggar Group still thrives for innovative developments. In 2020 PFB will 
install a new production line, enabling us to meet the growing market demand and to 
continue our path to prosperity and excellence.

www.pasgianos.sd



East Africa Region

Sudan



COLDAIR Engineering & Air Conditioning Company is one of the pillars in Sudanese 
industry, operating since 1960.

The  company  aims  to  meet  the  household  needs  of  every  Sudanese  family.  The 
company  leads  in  Refrigeration and Air Conditioning; its products have become a 
symbol of trust in the heart and mind of Sudanese consumers.

www.coldair.sd



East Africa Region

South
Sudan



SEDCO (Sanctuary Estate Development Company) is a real estate company founded in 
2014, owning and managing residential buildings with furnished flats to rent, that range 
from studios to larger apartments. 

In 2019 , and additional extension took place to accommodate for office spaces.

www.sedco-ss.com



West Africa Region

Senegal
Ghana Nigeria



Established in 2013 in Dubai – UAE as an African communications carrier, Dolphin  specializes 
in Wholesale Capacity and Internet Bandwidth for Carriers, ISPs and Enterprise customers.

Dolphin  aims to be a driving force for the business community of West Africa functioning 
as a catalyst in extending global reach, high quality connectivity and reliable levels of 
connectivity.

With over 60 million US$ investment in the ACE Submarine cable, Dolphin  offers full right 
of landing in Dakar, Accra and Lagos covering %80 of West African market population.

www.dolphintelecom.net



Middle East Region

U.A.E



FIDES International DMCC is HAGGAR Group trading arm, strategically located in 
Dubai – U.A.E with a vision to build ‘A Trusted African Commodity Trader’. 

Fides International DMCC has started its operation in 2017 under the Group’s 
Headquarter license and succeeded to build steady growth, expand presence across 
the MENA region, and build sustainable and scalable trade opportunities. 

We stay focused on scaling trading volumes to leverage value-add opportunities at 
African origins and foster Inter-Africa trade, work to expand our established food & 
feed Agri-commodity basket, and pursue diversification into petrochemical products 
and precious metals. 



Corporate Sustainability
& Social Impact (CSI)
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The approach of HAGGAR Group to CSI is based on the 
belief that our businesses have responsibilities to society 
that extend beyond their obligations to stockholders and 
making a profit. 

There needs to be a balance between the need to be 
profitable, the impact the different businesses have on 
the societies in which they operate, and the people whom 
they employ directly and indirectly. 

To this end, 2.5% of each operating company’s Net Profit 
is spent on CSI initiatives and 16% of HAGGAR Group
Dividends are allocated to Haggar Foundation that 
focuses on clean water and education initiatives.



Under the vision of “Let’s work together in peace and harmony to build 
up new businesses that will be of benefit to us and 
most importantly to the countries and people we 
chose to invest in and work amongst”.



Haggar’s CSI has adopted 5 core CSI principles:

Corporate Governance

Fair Operations Practices

Environment

Community Involvement 
and Development
Labor Practices



CSI focus areas



Sustainable Development Goals

Sustainable Development Goals help our CSI department assesses which direction the 
aspired positive impact should be directed towards; as well as guide the core business 
functions in aligning investments with the international development agenda and the 
company’s future sustainability strategy.



To measure Sustainability, we developed metrics and indices to quantify our impact 
beyond the generic concept.

We have determined targets that are applicable to Haggar Group along with specific 
computation methods for each indicator taking as a baseline the year 2019 and an 
achievement target the year 2025.





Unit No 3103, Saba Tower 1, Plot No E3, JLT.
P. O. Box 212956 Dubai, U.A.E.

T +971 4 435 5750  -  F +971 4 435 5837
i n f o @ h a g g a r g r o u p . a e

Linkedin : haggargroup
Facebook : haggargroup

www.haggargroup.ae
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